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Cross-functional, multiplatform initiatives chosen for their distinct 
ability to help stations engage audiences more deeply, demonstrate 

essential value, and build community value
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ROBINSON
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ON MASTERPIECE

& MERCY STREET



MULTIPLATFORM INDEPENDENT FILM INITIATIVE   SUMMER 2015
An increased focus on our role as an independent and inclusive voice and the home of independent film, telling stories 
nobody else tells from multiple points of view and platforms is at the heart of a new INDEPENDENT FILM INITIATIVE. A 
solidified broadcast schedule, an online film festival and local screenings come together to raise the bar for independent film.

 
ELECTIONS 2016   OCTOBER 2015 – NOVEMBER 2016
Trusted, in-depth, independent and inclusive. These themes set stations apart in the news and public affairs public square, 
especially in a year when. Americans across the country will be choosing their next president, and casting ballots in state 
and local races. With PBS NEWSHOUR and FRONTLINE’s The Choice as programming cornerstones, Elections 2016 is an 
opportunity to shine a light on our unique local/national media model, pairing national programming with local productions 
to help inform and enlighten audiences as they prepare to vote.

PBS ARTS FESTIVAL   FALL 2015
PBS helps keep the arts alive today and for generations to come, ensuring that the worlds of music, theater, dance, 
performance and visual art remain available to all Americans. The annual PBS ARTS FESTIVAL features a diverse mix of live 
musical theater, music performances and concerts, opera and documentary to complement local events, partnerships and 
arts endeavors unique to each community.

WILD KRATTS CREATURE CHRISTMAS + NATURE CAT LAUNCH   NOVEMBER 2015
The debut of the holiday movie WILD KRATTS reature Christmas will engage WILD KRATTS fans in a new way, and serve as 
the lead-in to the one-hour premiere of the new PBS KIDS series NATURE CAT. NATURE CAT will hold wide appeal for our 2-8 
year-old viewers. Featuring a throw-back animation style and hilarious storylines, NATURE CAT also will appeal to millennial 
parents, with its focus on playing outside and sharing the journey of discovery as kids and their families explore nature.  

DOWNTON ABBEY S6 ON MASTERPIECE + MERCY STREET   JANUARY 2016
Sunday nights soar with our distinctive dramas; the pairing of the familiar and the novel will help stations re-direct DOWNTON 
ABBEY devotion into love and affection for an exciting, heroic new series. The combination will be a great launching pad, too, 
for more hours of unsurpassed drama across the schedule, and boundless opportunities for stations to leverage the love.

READY JET GO! LAUNCH   FEBRUARY 15, 2016
Craig Bartlett, creator of DINOSAUR TRAIN, brings his distinctive humor and ear-catching music to this new series focused 
on astronomy, scientific exploration, innovation and invention. Two neighborhood kids befriend the new kid on their street, 
whose family members happen to be aliens.

KEN BURNS’ JACKIE ROBINSON + STANLEY NELSON’S BLACK PANTHERS   
 WINTER/SPRING 2016 
This powerful programming illuminates some of our most recognizable filmmakers, hosts and public media advocates—KEN 
BURNS AND STANLEY NELSON. Their unparalleled passion for history and contemporary social issues offer broad appeal 
to films and digital offerings, providing stations huge opportunities to engage new audiences. The potential to put familiar 
faces on the road, bringing in both loyalists and newcomers to watch and give, is unlimited.

THE PBS SUPER 7 features engaging, differentiated and entertaining multi-platform initiatives that 
herald the distinct educational content, services and products PBS, PBS KIDS and stations offer to the 
people and communities we serve. When we focus our collective resources, these shows and initiatives 
demonstrate the distinct value of public media and our unique ability to connect educational, enriching 
and inspiring content and people; to convene essential and inclusive civic conversations; and to elevate 
the national spirit. People in every nook and cranny, of all backgrounds, faiths, ethnicities and races, will 
experience and understand firsthand why PBS and member stations matter.

Stations will have access to programming, digital and PBS LearningMedia activities; sponsorship and 
outreach support; and customizable earned, social, owned and paid creative assets to offer their 
audiences an optimal, inclusive, local/national big-event experience. 

BE THE FIRST TO HEAR MORE!
To learn more about the PBS Super 7 as plans evolve, join the PBS Marketing & Communications direct 
email list by sending an email to PBSmarcomm@pbs.org.




